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UM libel suit may set
By LINDA CARICABURU
Montana Kalmln Reporter
A pending libel suit against the 
University of Montana could set a 
national precedent as to the use of 
student activity fees.
Bruce Barrett, ASUM legal 
counsel, told representatives at a 
student government conference 
last weekend that the case of 
Madison vs. UM and a counter suit 
could be the determinant in wheth­
er activity fees belong to students 
or the state.
The suit was filed in 1974 by Al 
Madison, UM Print Shop director, 
when he was allegedly libeled in an 
editorial by then-Kaimin editor, 
Carey Yunker. The $110,000 suit 
was filed against Yunker, the 
Kaimin, Publications Board, which 
oversees the Kaimin operation, 
Central Board, which allocates 
student activity fees, the UM 
student body and ultimately, the 
university.
Barrett said upon receiving 
notice of the suit, the university 
contacted its insurance agency to 
handle the case and pay any 
resulting settlements. In turn, the 
insurance agency counter-sued, 
saying it was not responsible for 
Yunker or the Kaimin.
• The fees belong to the univer­
sity and are collected by contract 
agreement with the student.
• The fees are student money, 
held by the university as custodi­
an.
Setting precedent
Barrett said the students may 
have to "lose the battle to win the 
war” because if the court decides 
that the fees are student money, 
the student body will be responsi­
ble for payment of the possible 
libel settlement. However, he said 
a precedent will have been set that 
the students own the money and 
do not have to follow instructions 
of the state or Board of Regents on 
its use.
“As an ex-student activist, I think 
that every group has the right to 
get together and tax themselves, 
and that's what I think activity fees 
are — student taxes," he said. “ I 
think students should be able to 
spend fees as they want to.”
In the past, student fees in 
Montana have been under the 
jurisdiction of the Board of Re­
gents —the state agency responsi­
ble for the funding of higher 
education. This stems from a 
statement issued by Attorney 
General Robert Woodahl in 1972.
precedent
At that time ASUM had voted to 
fund a group whose goal was to 
impeach President Nixon. ASUM 
was not permitted to dispense the 
funds because Woodahl said, 
"student fees are public money to 
be spent for public purposes." 
Impeaching Nixon was not consi­
dered a public purpose.
Statements made by an attorney 
general are not strictly regarded as 
law, Barrett said. But in the ab­
sence of a previous court decision, 
they tend to be considered the 
official opinion of the state.
Other states
Other states have tended to 
agree that activity fee money is 
under the control of the state and 
university, Barrett said.
Out-of-state issues that have 
arisen include disputes over the 
use of fees to fund gay groups, hire 
attorneys for the student body and 
present pornographic films to 
students. Generally the students 
are overridden, he said.
On Jan. 16, the UM lawsuit will 
again go to the courts. No matter 
what the court’s decision, Barrett 
said it’s "going to have a tremend­
ous impact all across the United 
States — the precedent will have 
been set." (Staff photo by Darrel Mast.)
Faculty shuffle to continue, Habbe says
Counter-suit
Barrett said the counter-suit has 
become the real issue now be­
cause it will determine whether the 
use of activity fees (e.g. for the 
Kaimin) is the responsibility of the 
state or the student body. Barrett 
said he believes the court will 
express one of five views on this:
•  Activity fees are strictly state 
money collected as a tax from 
students for public purposes.
•  The fees are held in state trust 
with money collected belonging to 
a state organization that is autho­
rized to use itforthe public benefit.
•  The fees are held in a state 
trust authorizing that the money be 
spent for private purposes with the 
students as beneficiaries.
Montana Review
The Montana Review 
focuses on the facilities and 
personnel of the University 
of Montana Student Health 
Service starting on page 9.
By SCOTT TWADDELL
Montana Kalmln Reporter
Shifts in faculty positions will 
occur at the University of Montana 
continually in the future, Donald 
Habbe, academic vice president, 
said Tuesday.
Because faculty positions at the 
university are limited, they will 
have to be shifted from one area to 
meet growing demands in others, 
Habbe said.
Last spring, for example, three 
faculty positions were taken from 
the College of Arts and Sciences, 
and one was taken from the School 
of Fine Arts, to be re-allocated 
among the business, forestry and 
pharmacy schools.
The three schools received the 
additional positions in order to 
meet accreditation standards for 
student faculty ratios.
The ratios were exceeded last 
year because of increased enrol­
lment. The administration prom­
ised last spring to get the schools 
up to the accreditations standards 
by the beginning of the 1960-81 
school year.
Paul Blomgren, dean of the 
School of Business Administra­
tion, said recently that the school 
has enough faculty to handle all its 
classes.
Last year the business school 
had to limit the number of non­
majors allowed into business 
courses because classes were 
overcrowded, Blomgren said. The 
additional faculty positions have 
made those limits unnecessary 
this year, he said.
Because the budgeting formula 
dictates the number of faculty 
positions the university has, re­
allocation will continue to be 
necessary, Richard Soiberg, dean 
of the College of Arts and Scien­
ces, said Wednesday.
But, Soiberg said, “present ac­
tion must be in the form of a long­
term plan rather than putting out 
brush fires from year to year.”
The university has no long-term 
plan, UM President Richard Bow­
ers said Wednesday. However, that 
will evolve, he said.
Re-allocations will have to be 
made on a continuous basis be­
cause trends change continuous­
ly, Habbe said.
In an article that appeared in the 
autumn issue of “Montana Busi­
ness Quarterly,” Blomgren used 
statistics to show that recent
By DENNIS REYNOLDS
Montana Kaimin Contributing Raportar
Advertising and food industries 
are building a $9 million “war- 
chest” to fight the Federal Trade 
Commission’s proposed laws to 
regulate “junk food” commercials 
on children's television programs, 
a U n ive rs ity  of Montana 
behavioral psychologist said 
yesterday.
Balfour Jeffrey, associate pro­
fessor of psychology, spoke to the 
Sigma Psi science club in the 
Science Complex.
Sigma Psi is a national scientific 
organization composed of persons 
recognized for their research in 
various fields.
Jeffrey is the principle investiga­
tor in a research group studying 
the relationship between child­
ren’s consumption of highly su­
gared, "low-nutrition" foods and 
television commercials advertising 
such foods.
He said results of a study indi­
cate that television advertising has 
a "direct causal relationship" to 
children's consumption of these 
foods.
He said children in the study 
increased their consumption of 
certain sugared and low-nutrition 
foods after viewing Saturday- 
morning programs and accom­
panying commercials advertising 
the foods.
trends have been toward increased 
enrollment in professional schools 
and decreased enrollment in areas 
of the humanities and social scien­
ces.
From 1969 to 1976 the percen­
tage of undergraduates attending 
professional schools increased 20 
percent on a national scale, he 
wrote.
UM enrolled 50 percent of all 
student majors in the College of 
Arts and Sciences in 1973-74, 
Blomgren wrote. “By 1977-78 this 
had dropped to 38 percent.”
Jeffrey said his earlier research 
on obesity caused by lack of self 
control led him to the research of 
children's consumption of junk 
foods.
He said 25 percent of American 
children are overweight.
Research shows that the aver­
age child watches more than 
22,000 television commercials a 
year, and that 11,000 of those 
commercials are for high-sugar, 
low-nutrition foods, he said.
He said one must look to late- 
night television for commercials 
advertising higher-nutritional 
foods.
He said some of the proposed 
FTC actions being considered to 
regulate children’s program com­
mercials would be to:
•  Ban all advertising of low- 
nutritional foods on children’s pro­
grams.
• Prohibit such advertising on 
programs viewed by children 
under the age of eight. The FTC 
considers children of this age 
group to be incapable of discern­
ing the difference between com­
mercials and reality. Jeffrey said 
studies have shown some children 
feel Ronald MacDonald would be 
upset with them if they did not buy 
his hamburgers?
• Require the number of pro- 
nutritional commercials to equal
• Cont. on p. 8.
HENRY IV (BRUCE HURLBUT) SNARLS at a visiting monk (Timothy Walker) while his aides (Jerome 
McGarlty and Sean Gallagher) look on In a performance of the university of Montana Department of Drama 
and Dance’s “Enrico IV.” See review on p. 14. (Staff photo by Darrel Mast.)
FTC proposes new law 
regulating junk food ads
— ---- opinion------
Cutting faculty not so difficult after all
University of Montana President 
Richard Bowers must be feeling the 
heat.
He is supposed to appear before the 
Board of Regents today in Bozeman to 
present a plan for eliminating 12 UM 
faculty positions by the 1980-81 school 
year.
That is a thankless and ulcerous job, 
and even his critics should lower their 
heads for a moment and wish him 
Godspeed.
Bowers said earlier this week that his 
presentation before the regents will 
include a “discussion" of the faculty
Thanks
Editor I would like to express my great 
appreciation for the help Dr. Jon Wiles of 
the School of Education gave me upon my 
arrival here, in addition to meeting my plane 
which arrived two hours late at midnight in 
the rain.
Due to the visits of Dr. Jon Wiles and Dr. 
Richard R. Adler to Lahore American 
School in Pakistan and the workshops they 
held there, I was influenced to enroll at the 
University of Montana, after having been 
accepted for admission to the University of 
Washington.
Dr. Wiles, especially, impressed all of us 
at Lahore — there are a number of Pakistani 
students interested in coming here after 
hearing him lecture.
I wish to thank him and all those who have 
gone out of their way to make things easier 
for me in the School of Education.
Jamlla Naru, Pakistan 
graduate student
Thanks, bu t . . .
Editor Those of us who believe that ending 
the nuclear arms race is the most urgent 
issue of our times are grateful for the front 
page coverage of last weekend's protests in 
both the Kaimin and the Missoulian. 
However, since I was misquoted in both 
papers, I ask for this space to correct the 
misunderstandings.
I cited instances of high school teachers 
who lost their jobs for continuing, after 
warnings, to wear the black arm bands of 
protest against the Vietnam War. That was 
what I called “the form of heroism needed in 
the present world.” (In most cases, merely 
wearing protest symbols requires little 
courage.)
I said that we and other peoples have 
been deceived by the lie that we can buy 
(not “bury") security by ever-increasing 
military budgets.
The sin I spoke of, for which we are 
collectively guilty, was the sin of preventing 
international control of atomic-nuclear 
armaments and of research to "improve” 
them. We did this in 1946 by our insistence 
on the single-nation veto power in the so- 
called “Security Council" of the United 
Nations. That started the nuclear arms race.
I said nothing about the U.S. having been 
blamed for others' sins. I did say that 
Americans have long memories for the sins 
of others, short memories for our own sins.
The other quotes and paraphrases of my 
remarks on the madness of the over-kill 
arms race were accurate.
Thank you, again, for putting things of 
first importance first in your paper.
Cynthia Schuster 
professor, philosophy
cuts, but he refused to say anything 
more specific.
Since several regents have said they 
would be disappointed if Bowers fails 
to present a concrete plan, let us hope 
his refusal to elaborate does not mean 
he hasn’t come up with one yet.
But even if he does present a plan, it 
will probably be a big unwieldy thing all 
full of confusing recommendations 
and vacuous phrases only a lawyer 
could appreciate.
All the while, a number of simple, 
easily explained plans are available, if 
1 1 •'» 
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only Bowers would take the time to 
consider them.
Perhaps if he happens to pick up a 
Kaimin to read on the bus, or whatever 
he uses to travel around the state, it will 
not be too late to avoid an embarrass­
ing confrontation with the regents.
The first and most obvious solution 
would be to call Rep. Paul Pistoria, D- 
Great Falls, to ask him to suggest 
which 12 faculty members should start 
getting their luggage in order.
Pistoria, you may recall, sent then- 
Commissioner of Higher Education 
Lawrence Pettit a letter several years 
ago, asking him to “weed out” 19 UM 
professors for their allegedly un- 
American tendencies.
As it turned out, six of the people on 
the list were actually former graduate 
students, while two were professors 
who had already moved on to greener 
pastures of their own volition.
Pettit and the regents unwisely 
ignored Pistoria, but perhaps if he were 
asked now, he'might recommend 12 
professors deserving unemployment, 
assuming he could swing a research 
grant to determine if his nominees are 
really professors.
Another possibility, the objectivity of 
which no professor could honestly
question, would be to ax the first 12 
faculty members who receive tickets 
for parking on the wrong side of the 
street on street-cleaning days.
Besides rewarding those hearty 
enough to ride bicycles, terminated 
faculty members would have only their 
absent-minded selves to blame.
One scoundrel has suggested that 
Physical Plant workmen simply board 
up the Interpersonal Communications 
Department to see if anyone notices, 
but that sounds highly irresponsible.
One last plan, firmly grounded in 
academic tradition, would be to tabu­
late the number of articles and books 
published by faculty members and 
send packing the 12 professors with 
the fewest pages to their credit.
Obviously, this plan would be unfair 
to the younger faculty members, but 
then fair play has never been high on 
the list of the regents and does not 
appear at all on the list of the Legisla­
ture.
The Kaimin expects no remunera­
tion if the regents should approve any 
of the plans outlined above. It will be 
reward enough if we have lessened the 
burden of President Bowers.
Ed Kemmick
again.
Beyond that irony, though, is the fact i% 
that Missoulians will soon have a S 
$500,000 baseball stadium. This clearly §i 
says a great deal about the priorities of & 
the powers that be, namely, the City '& 
Council.
That is; safe transportation for nearly 
20,000 cyclists is less important than an S 
obscene monument to nine third-rate & 
baseball players. as
This morning, sadly, the results of •£ 
these values were finally borne out. $ 
Through these tears I can only hope that & 
the people in power will begin to realize $•: 
the realities of this century and stop 
living in the last one, for if not, Anne’s i§ 
death will certainly not be the last.
Bruce Utsey
Fifth and Cottonwood $
p u b l i c  f B r u m « » »—
| It should not happen
jijl I was going to wait until Anne got out 
% of the intensive care unit before submit- 
S ting this letter. As a personal friend and 
8 housemate, I felt that she should see it 
| i  first.
£•: Now, in a sense, she has truly been 
released, so now it’s time. But there are 
Si some changes.
Anne died this morning. The compli- 
!:■; cations stemming from an accident 
H which took place over a month ago on 
B: the Orange Street Bridge were finally too 
S great. She fought kidney failures, mas- 
B sive internal infections, collapsed lungs 
. . .the list goes on and on. None of those 
ijij: defeated crises matters a damn now. 
k  Anne had spent much of her lifegiving 
ig of herself. She worked as a live-in 
:$ counselor in homes for retarded child- 
ren. Years of giving, 24 hours a day. This 
8 fall she came to Missoula to start on a
"SAYS HERE THE FTC THINKS THAT SATURDAY MORNING TV IS 
CAUSING TOOTH CAVITIES.-./'
master’s degree in speech pathology, so 
she could learn to help an even greater 
range of less fortunate people. No more.
Her death this morning was absolutely 
without reason. A few yearsago the local 
highway department acquired matching 
state and federal funds for a bike and 
pedestrian bridge. At the same time 
another western city the size of Missoula 
received funds from the same source.
Now, after three engineering studies 
costing $40,000 and endless delays by 
our reactionary highway department we 
have fresh yellow paint on the curbs of 
the bridges.
Band Aids. An insult. In this other city, 
however, there now exists a third free­
standing bicycle and foot bridge over a 
river that dwarfs the Clark Fork. Anne 
chose the master’s program here over 
the one in that other town.
I do
Editor “Weather or not” we like it?
I do.
Deborah J. Davis 
junior, journalism
Learning to live with nuclear power
I get the feeling, after reading too 
many anti-nuclear diatribes, that anti­
nuclear people have lost contact with 
reality. In their fervor to cauterize the 
hydra of technology they have lost 
whatever capacity they have for a 
rational, pragmatic approach to a 
genuine dilemma (damned if you do and 
damned if you don’t).
As far as nuclear energy goes, I 
personally feel that you are more 
damned if you don’t. So I would like to 
espouse a pragmatic approach and 
come to the support of nuclear power. 
And I do so for purely pragmatic 
reasons. The prevalence of nuclear 
energy is a fact; its continuance an 
inevitability and a necessity.
p u b lic  fo r u m
I assert that continued use of nuclear 
energy is necessary and inevitable 
because of a circumstance that many 
people have overlooked. I am speaking 
of the military (specifically the U.S. 
Navy) dependence on nuclear energy. 
The Navy currently operates over 200 
reactors (three times the number of 
licensed commercial reactors) to power 
numerous warships. It does so because
there is simply no more tactical way to 
put ships out to sea for long periods of 
time. And as long as putting ships out to 
sea remains an indispensable part of our 
national defense (our most potent 
deterrent to nuclear attack is our 
nuclear-powered, nuclear-armed 
submarine fleet) the Navy will continue 
to operate these reactors even if anti­
nuclear forces succeeded in shutting 
down every commercial nuclear plant in 
the country.
We are already too committed, for 
good reasons, to nuclear energy. It is too 
late to go back. A reversion to an oil 
burning Navy would besulcidal. It would 
invite war, if not with the Soviet Union, 
which would then correctly see us as 
crippled militarily, then certainly with 
the OPEC nations to secure a supply of 
oil.
Thus it is vital to the national interest 
for the Navy to continue, for decades 
and decades to come, to operate nuclear 
reactors in places like Norfolk, 
Charleston, and Alameda — all of which 
are large metropolitan areas whose 
population densities are several times 
that of Harrisburg.
So if you see even if anti-nuclear 
forces are able to force the shutting 
down of all commercial plants, we will 
still have to live with the repercussions a
of nuclear power: the storage and 
transportation of nuclear waste, the 
harmful effects on the health of radiation 
workers, the possibility of spills, leaks, 
incidents and accidents. Even though 
the technology on Naval reactors is 
superior to that of commercial reactors 
(there is no profit motive and money for 
buying the best and most expensive 
equipment is more readily available) 
there is always the possibility of an 
accident. In fact, it could be argued that 
the possibility of an accident is greater 
on Naval reactors, despite the superior 
technology, because there are some 
very flaky people, posing as technicians, 
working on them. I know. For five years I 
was one of them.
Since we are stuck with this military 
use of riuclear energy, why not use it 
commercially? Solar energy plants that 
would generate large amounts of 
commercial and industrial energy are 
still years in the future. The technology 
does not exist. Nuclear technology 
does. It is very safe, although it could be 
safer.
Therefore, I would like to suggest to 
all anti-nuclear people that you do 
something practical with your crusading 
zeal. Rather than trying to shut down 
nuclear plants, work instead to make 
those plants safer, campaign for more
secure waste disposal sites and safer 
waste transportation procedures, insist 
on more stringent safety regulations and 
government monitoring of public 
utilities that generate nuclear power, 
demand that better trained and more 
highly motivated people are hired to 
work on reactors, lobby a law through 
Congress providing compensation for 
those very few radiation workers who 
may suffer the long-term effects of 
overexposure.
Making nuisances of yourselves on 
Wall Street, cutting through fences into 
security compounds at nuclear sites, 
squatting on trespassed property, 
chanting anti-nuclear shibboleths, 
singing along with Jackson Browne, 
James Taylor, and Bonnie Raitt at no­
nuke fund raisers all make good copy 
for the Rolling Stone, but all are totally 
quixotic. The ’’beast" of nuclear energy 
is here to stay — at least for our lifetime. 
Get used to it. You 0800011011 it. It is not 
in your interest to kill it. But you can 
tame it. So stop weaving nets to catch 
the wind and start working for a safer 
nuclear future. The future IS nuclear, 
whether you want it or not, whether you 
like it or not.
John Peterson 
senior, English
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Grenache Rose 
A fresh fruity aroma intensified 
by a spicy quality that lingers on 
the palate. Fetzer Grenache 
Rose is completely dry and can 
be enjoyed as a complement to 
any fine meai or as a sipping 
wine. available at
FREDDY'S
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...STAINED GLASS/
We have all the 
supplies and assistance 
you will need. 
Tools •  Pattern 
Books •  Jewels 
•  Bevels
Open 10-5 Mon.-Sat. 
ph. 549-5092
/
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OPEN 6:40 P.M. 
SHOWS AT 7:00-9:50
The Beautiful
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543-7341
Two Showings Fri.-Sat. Eves.; Other Eves. 8:00; Sun. Mat. 1:30
lost and found
LOST: VIVITAR camera tri-pod near Knowles Hall
Call Cliff. 549-7545_________________ 23-4
LOST: RED Siberian Husky — male One brown eye 
and one blue eye. Call 728-0958. 23-4
LOST A SET of keys — Oct 31 Call 243-4940
_________________________________23-4
LOST: A UNISONIC calculator with cover and 
adaptor Left in CB Rm 252 on Tues. Oct. 30 Call
721-3329 Or 243-6706.________________23-4
WILL THE COUPLE from Philipsburg-who have a 
green Pinto and picked us up hitch hiking on 10/27 
please call 243-4709 or 6115. We forgot a sleeping 
bag. Thanks 22-4
LOST: NEUTERED male cat 
8590
lerseys from the locker room last weekend. Please 
return them to the Athletic Dept We have no
LOST: PR of contacts in the case op north side of 
campus somewhere Call 243-4&17 and leave 
message with anyone who answers phone 
REWARD _____________20-4
STOLEN GREY 1 0-speed with child carrier on back 
from m front of Business Ad. Bldg Bike had been 
locked with lock and cable Stolen Wed . 10/25 
between 9 and 3. Anyone noting suspicious 
behavior at that time, or knowing whereabouts of 
bike please call 542-2732. 20-4
LOST. BLUE checkbook. Call 543-5804. 20-4
- solid grey. Call 728- 
22-4
LOST: A BROWN leather keychain with a gold S on
it. Call Susie at 243-2588 _____________ 21-4
LOST: BLUE jean Levi jacket on the Ctoverbowi 
(along sidelines) Wed.. 24 Oct. PLEASE ask for 
Mike. 251-5664. Old ad wrong number 21-3
LOST LONG haired shaggy old english sheepdog 
Dark grey & white. 12 mos. old male with brown 
leather collar. Answers to Clancey $50 cash 
reward for return. Call 543-5167.728-2588 or 728- 
7318. Lost in Law School area 20-4
FOUND CALCULATOR i 
549-5406. keep trying.
i Science complex. Call 
20-4
NEW ALBUMS  
DIRT CHEAP
ALL $7.98 $  C  Q Q  
LISTS ARE
plus a current selection of good quality 
used tapes and records at 
unheard of prices!
If after purchasing any item in our store you can find a legitimate 
local ad wfUiin 5 days showing a'lower price, we v/ill promptly and 
cheerfully.fefu'id the difference.
THEMEMORY BANKS
140 E. BROADWAY 728-5780
personal!________________
YES VIRGINIA there is a Great Pumpkin J290 he 
warned us ________________  23-1
YOU GOT IT ACE* Happy birthday, from' Champ
SKI FILM Dick Barrymore's Vagabond Skier" UC 
Ballroom. Friday. Nov 2.7 p.m. "The Producers" 
will follow. Tickets at door. Students $250 end 
general public S3.00 Door prizes: 3 pairs ol skis 
and 10 other various prizes Sponsored by UM
Skiing and ASUM Programming________ 23-1
INTERESTED IN SCOUTING? Help reorganize 
Campus Scouts Call 243-2867. 23-1
GAY MALES TOGETHER meets Tuesdays For 
more information call the Gay Alternative Hotline
at 728-6758 _____________  23-2
TOFU WITH RICE and stir-fried vegetables $325 
The Mustard Seed. 3rd & Orange. 728-9641
__________  23-1
THE MUSTARD SEED Fried rice, pan-fried 
noodles, stir-fried vegetables, sweet-n-sour pork, 
spring rolls. Chinese roast pork with hot mustard 
and sesame seeds -- The list goes on. All at 
reasonable prices. 3rd & Orange. 728-9641 23-1
TOOAY IS THE LAST DAY to purchase Performing 
Arts Series tickets. Students $16. General Public
$28, Budget Balcony $20. 243-6661______23-1
FUP OKTOBERFEST tonight_______  23-1
DEAR PROFS, of Human Sexuality 247. Takeoff the 
rubber gloves and lab coats. Remember, you can't 
get V.D. from teaching an interesting sex class.
_______________________________ 23-2
SUNDAY DAWN is coming. Sunday morning. 2-5
a.m. on KUFM 891._________________ 22-2
BALLROOM CONCERT — RICK DANKO. PAUL 
BUTTERFIELD AND FRIENDS* Tues.. Nov. 6 — a 
rock/biues show presented by ASUM Program­
ming. 22-2
THE BEST of the second annual New York erotic 
film festival. Un-cut and uncensored — at the U.C. 
Ballroom, Sunday. Nov. 4th, 9 p.m. Admission
$1,50.   22-2
SUNDAY NIGHT in the ballroom the second annual 
New York erotic film festival. (No it's not in 3-D.) 9
p.m. admission $1.50.________________22-2
'THE PRODUCERS" following the ski film Friday. 
Nov. 2nd, U.C. Ballroom. Producers — FREE: 
Vagabond Skier — $2.50. 22-2
JAZZ WORKSHOP tomorrow. 8 p.m.. featuring 
innovative jazz renditions and the Workshop's 
Special brand of the "big band" sound. Students
: free!_______________________ 22-2
PANT PANT Erotic film festival Sunday. November 
4; UC Ballroom. 9 p.m. $1.50 Admission. Rated X.
_________ _________ _____________ 22-2
FRENCH CLUB presents "Mr. Hulot's Holiday" a 
film by Jaques Tati. Tuesday. Nov. 6th, 7 p.m., LA
’ 11. Coffee will be served.______________21-4
HELP! Wanted another one of those great bargains. 
BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS RESTAURANT
. SAMPLER.________________________ 20-4
NEED A DATE? Can't help you there but once you 
get one. we can feed the two of you for half price. 
BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS SAMPLER. 20-4 
MAGGIE — YOU stole my heart but please return my 
BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS RESTAURANT
SAMPLER._______________________ 20-4
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? Call us at Birthright.
Confidential: 549-0406.______________ 20-20
DISCOVER BETTER news and sports coverage in 
the Great Falls Tribune: on sale daMy aUMrance 
to Copper Commons. 20-6
FREE FOOD. $170 worth. BIG BROTHERS BIG 
SISTERS RESTAURANT SAMPLER only $16.95 
available at our office, 2100 So. Higgins. 20-4 
LONELY? TROUBLED? For confidential listening 
come to the Student Walk-In. SE entrance. Health 
Service. Daily hours M-F, 9-5. Night hours. Sun.- 
Thurs.. 8-11:30 p.m., Fri.-Sat., 8-12 p.m. 18-22 
MR. BILL SHOW — MLAC kegger — Outlaws in 
concert — Medical Effects of Nuclear Energy. 
U.C. Mall, Oct. 29tb-Nov. 2nd, video tapes. FREE.
________ ________________________ 16-6
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie 
at 728-3820. 728-3845, 251-2513 or Mimi at 549- 
• 7317. 1-40
help wanted
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS! CRUISESHIPS! SAILING 
EXPEDITIONS! No experience. Good pay! Eu­
rope! So. Pacific. Bahamas. World! Send $4.95 for 
Application/lnfo. Jobs to CRUISEWORLD 167
Box 60129. Sacramento. CA 95860._____ 24-2
WANTED: FEMALE VOCALIST to sing in New Wave 
and and popular rock bend on weekends. Good 
money. No experience necessary to try out. Call 
Ron. 243-2028. 22-3
4 £
ACADEMY AWARD 
WINNER
BEST FORBQN FLM
A GEM!
High comedy 
is alive and well."
"DON'T MISS ITI 
Brash, breezy 
and refreshing."
G e tO u t^ fo u r  
•^handkerchiefs]
A Robert A Me Net Preiertoion  
From New uneGnemb
Thurs. through Tues. 
Shows at 7:00 & 9:15
7 5 u Z B Z
V-^f 515 SO
TBnnr?
 UTH HIGGINS
HELP WANTED lor disabled man, 4 hrs. a week 543-
64'12.____________________________19-5
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION positions available in 
Montana and Idaho. Trainee positions in forestry, 
computer specialist and business administration, 
including accounting, finance, business manage­
ment. general business administration^personnel 
management and contracting. Salary: 54.30-S4.83 
per hour. For further information call Sue 
Spencer. Office of Continuing Education. 107 
Main Hall at 243-2900. 17-7
services__________ _________
INEXPENSIVE AUTO repairs and rebuild. Barter 
and trade considered. Evergreen Automotive 
Specialists 728-6562, 549-4001._________20-4
typing
CAMPUS PICK UP and delivery. Berta Piane. Ph.
251-4125 after 5 p.m.________________ 23-2
Almost ALL NIGHT TYPING 721-1040. 17-7
EXPERIENCED TYPING and editing. 251-2780.
________  13-28
EXPERT TYPING, doctorates, master's theses.
MSS. Mary Wilson. 543-6515.__________ 5-21
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958______ 1-40
EXPERIENCED. EDITING. Fast, convenient. 543- 
7010. 12-29
transportation_________ _____
RIDE NEEDED to Sioux Falls. S.D. area around Nov. 
21. Will pay most of the gas & share driving, Call 
721-1103 between 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. or 745-4494 
after 6. Ask for Dennis Reichelt. 23-4
RIDE NEEDED to Bismarck for.Thanksgiving. Will 
share expenses & driving (if it's not a clutch). Call
243-2207. Barb.__________ _________ 23-4
RIDER NEEDED for trip to Seattle. Leaving Nov. 5 or
6th. Call 543-8979 after 5.______________23-4
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman. (Call 549-9611 after 5 
p.m.) On the 9th of Nov. 23-4
INTERESTED IN going back east at half price? Call
721-3138.__________________________ 22-4
RIDE NEEDED to Boise, the 21st of Nov. Neil Freitas.
Ph. 728-2219._______________________ 21-4
RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls. Nov. 2. Share
expenses. 243-5000, Della.________ -____ 21-3
RIDERS NEEDED to share expenses on Nov. 2 to
Bozeman, call 243-2278._______________21-3
RIDE NEEDED for 2. — one way to Mpls. or N. 
Minnesota in early to mid-November. Share 
expenses and driving. Contact K. Ryan, Hamilton 
Ranch, Helmville. Mt. 59843. 12-19
for sale ________________
SOUTHSIDE SECOND HAND. We buy and sell 
furniture, tools, anything of value. Stephens at
Mount St. 549-4979._____________  23-1
UNITED AIRLINES DISCOUNT TICKET 50% off 
round trip anywhere. 721-5541. 23-1
'WOODEN RECORD CRATES $3 ea. 728-4066. 
_______ _________________!__________23-3
1 TICKET to Cat-Grizzly game. 721-4514, 22-2
70 SCOUT 4x4, pos. traction rear, skid plates. 4 
excellent snow tires. $1000.00 firm. 825-4768. 
___________________________________22-3
CARPET REMN’TS and sample sale 10C to S1.00 
each. Small remn'ts 50 to 70% off. Gerhardt Floors 
— 1358% W. Broadway. Oldest carpet shop in
Missoula. 542-2243.__________________ 22-2
VINTAGE CLOTHING and accessories from 1830 to 
1950. Available at DOVE TALE. 612 Woody, 2 blks. 
West of train depot. 10-5 Monday thru Saturday.
_____________________________ 22-14
SCHWINN LE TOUR II, excellent condition. Snow 
tires not included. Asking S110.00. Also '54 Chevy,
69,000 original miles. Call 728-6562.______ 22-2
P.L. 115-D Pioneer turntable with cartridge. Price:
$75.00. Call 728-4194._________________22-2
150 ft. "EDELWEISS” climbing rope and related
hardware. Brand new. 543-6960._________21-3
TW 014 in. snow tires mounted on Ford rims, $40.8- 
track home stereo unit, new. $40.728-4066. 21-3 *•
City police applications due
Applications for positions as 
Missoula city police officers will be 
available at the police department 
Monday.
Applicants must meet the fol­
lowing criteria:
• Have a high school education 
or G.E.D.
• Be 20 to 40 years old at the 
time of appointment.
•  Live within 4.5 milesofthecity 
limits.
•  Be a U.S. citizen.
•  Have lived continuously in 
Montana for at least one year and
in Missoula County for at least six 
months, although the mayor may 
waive the residency requirements 
in some cases.
• Must successfully complete 
written, agility, oral and physical 
examinations.
• Be of high moral character 
and integrity and possess an 
ability to solve problems.
Completed applications must be 
filed at the police chief's office by 5 
p.m. Dec. 7. The police department 
is in City Hall, 201 W. Spruce St.
OPEN 6:15 P.M. 
Shorts at 6:30-9:00 
Feature at 7:00-9:30
Showplace of Montana
W IL M A
543-7341
“AUDIENCES WILL SIMPLY CHERISH 
‘BREAKING AWAY’.”
R ic h a r d  S c h ic k e l ,  T I M E  M A G A Z IN E
BREAKING AWAY
2 » itew v**ftesns A PE TO M E SR U V ITO K N G /W V  
O0WSCHRBTDPHER (BIN S QUAD CAMEL STERN and JACKS EARLE HALEY 
asosairg BARBARA BARRIE (AULDOOLEY rtoducngROBlfN DOUGLASS 
ProducaJfrtiOecsedty PETER W ES VteitySFEVETESCH Muac Adapted Rf'JRKX WILLIAMS 
toduced ty UONEL NEWMAN COflRBfDeUJXF
| P G l PARENTAL GUOAJfCE SUGGESTED (2Stok\
Is o m s n o t m tuntmi roecmOMHj______ ©  1979TWENTIETH CEHTUBVFOX IJX E -m Ji
Two showings Fri.-Sat. Eves.; Other Eves. 8:00 Only
1976 PLYMOUTH Volare station wagon, beige. 6- 
cyl.. automatic. 39.000 miles, one owner, 4 new 
tires (plus snow tires mounted). 542-2405. 20-4 
1979 HONDA Twinstar 185. 2300 miles, super
condition. 721-3520. _____________ 20-4
75 CAMARO type CT AM-FM cassette stereo. 
Goodrich radial TA's. Excellent condition. S2900
or best offer. 721-4928. after 5 p.m._______19-5
AKC MALAMUTE pups. 3 black. 2 silver. Excellent 
blood lines. S150.00. 549-0293. 18-6
for rent____________________
LARGE 6 bedroom, 2 bath house. Upper classmen 
only. Broadway Motel. 549-4091.________ 23-2
♦p u c k 's  in Missoula
FAST ACTION POKER
LARGEST SM ALL GAME IN TOWN 
This Card Worth $5.00 on $20.00 Buy-In 
When Presented to 
JIM BELL
Limit One To A Customer
roommates needed
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share big lovely 
house with fireplace in Stevensville. Can arrange 
car pool to U. Call Debbie from 9-5 at 363-3300.
______________________ 22-2
TO SHARE house — close to U. $125/mo. plus 
utilities. Call 721-5193 early morning or late 
evenings or 243-6541 during the day and ask for 
Nancy. Non-smoker best.  18-6
Instruction______ ___________
DANCE CLASSES. Elenita Brown, experienced 
teacher, Missoula T & TH pre-dance. Ballet 
Character. Modern, Prim itive. Jazz. 
Spanish/Flamenco. 1-777-5956. Small childrens 
pre-dance._________________________18-40
■ ■ P I WORLD
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PH72SOOM
A temptingly 
tasteful 
comedy
More popular than the first!
THE
BEST OF 
THE
A N N U A L
N E W Y O R K
EROTIC 
FILM 
FESTIVAL
More. Another collection of 
prize-winning and 
specially selected films 
presented at the 
2nd Annual
New York Erotic Film Festival. 
The official judges were 
Al Goldstein,
Xaverla Hollander,
Holly Woodlawn 
and
Terry Southern.
SALIVA FILM S.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 4 9 PM
UC Ballroom $1.50 Admission
Rated X No one under 18 admitted 
An ASUM Programming Presentation
u m m m iiim m m ............. m m iiiiim ...... ... .........minis
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1 Women harriers run in regiohals
112 West Front St. 549-6915 
OPEN Monday - Saturday 10:00-5:30 —
USED, RARE, OUT-OF-PRINT SELECTIONS INI 5
Religion
Philosophy
Mathematic*
History
Poetry 
Art . 
Humor 
Economics
Law
Western Americana 
Biography 
Maps and More
nllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfK
Despite injuries to three of the 
University of Montana women's 
cross-country team's top seven 
members, Coach Dick Koontz 
said, “ I don't think we can be 
counted out” of Saturday’s 5,000-
If he does really think that there 
is no distinction between vice and 
virtue, when he leaves our houses 
let us count our spoons.
—Samuel Johnson
HlVEBSlty VISIT OUR PRO SHOP
CENTER ^ u d ii n iiWe Have Bowling Balls 
Bags & Shoes 
Pool Cues, Cases 
& Retipping Supplies 
Students Get 10% Discount 
on All Merchandise
\
^ C R e ffr io *1
v
243-2733
OPEN Mon.-Thura. Bam-llpm 
Frl.—Sam-Midnight 
Sat.—Noon-Midnight 
Sun.—Noon-11pm
WEEKEND SPECIALS
Friday — Monte Carlo, 5 pm-Closing 
S a t u r d a ^ ^ u n d a ^ —^ e d H e a ^ P i n ^ ^
ASUM CHARTER FLIGHTS
CHICAGO
Departure 
11 a.m. — Dec. 15 
Returns 
Jan. 3rd
i
NEW YORK 
Departure 
9 a.m. — Dec. 15 
Returns 
Jan. 2nd
Inquire at ASUM, Room 105, University Center 
Phone: 243-2451
ASUM  Programming is proud to present
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO 
STOP THE POWER LINE
speaking on the effects of
Transmission Lines
•  health and safety
•  increased power bills
•  effects on cattle production
•  eminent domain reforms
Thursday, November 8 
UM Music Recital Hall 
8 p.m.
Combining 
legal means 
with
direct action.
meter Division I Northwest 
Collegiate Women’s Sports 
Association Regional meet in 
Spokane.
UM’s top distance runner, 
Gretchen Goebel, and the harriers' 
"team leader,” Netta Kohler, will 
not be able to compete because of 
injuries.
Goebel’s injury started as shin 
splints three weeks ago but has 
developed into "serious leg 
problems,” Koontz said. Doctors 
who have examined Goebel are 
not sure what the problem really is, 
he added.
After suffering from pulled 
stomach muscles during the 
season, Kohler's injury has 
“intensified,” Koontz said. Jill 
Warner w ill be competing, 
although injured, for the Grizzlies. 
Warner has been running with a 
‘‘stress fracture” in her foot for 
most of the season, but “she 
seems to be getting stronger," 
Koontz said.
“We have the kind of team 
character that everyone will come 
back and try to compete to the best 
of their ability to make up for our 
handicaps,” he said.
Although the injuries to top 
runners caused “A bit of a mental 
breakdown," team workouts this 
week have been "comfortable and 
spirited,” he explained.
Realistically, Koontz said, the 
harriers should place fifth but two 
of UM's harriers, Linda Becker and 
Shelly Thompson, have a good 
chance to qualify for Association 
for Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women nationals.
In order to qualify for the Nov. 17 
nationals, a runner must either be 
a member bf the top two finishing 
teams or one of the top 15 runners 
in the regional meet.
The University of Oregon and 
the University of Washington 
should be the top two teams at the 
meet, Koontz said. Montana State 
University and Oregon State 
University will be “battling it out 
for the third spot,” he added.
Before the Grizzlies were 
plagued by in juries, they 
"Competed very well" against MSU 
and OSU, Koontz said. If not for 
the injuries UM would be “in there 
battling for third,” he added.
The harriers still have a "shot at 
MSU and OSU. ”  Koontz 
commented.
“We have seven very talented 
girls competing and if we can pull 
together and have a super team 
effort we can catch them (MSU 
and OSU)," Koontz said.
He added that the harriers would 
need their “best effort of the year” 
to pull off a third place finish on 
Spokane’s hilly course.
Spikers travel to MSU
The University of Montana 
women’s volleyball team will be in 
Bozeman this weekend to compete 
in the eight-team Montana State
■ ■  ■ ■  i  Clip & Save ■  ■ ■  ■ ■
November 
Wine Specials
Glacobazzi
750’s
$2.75
Rlunite
750’s
$2.90
1.5’s
$5.30
Chilled Same Price 
as Warm at
FREDDY’S
FEED A N D  READ
University Invitational and accord­
ing to Grizzly coach Dick Scott, the 
competition should be “super.”
As well as UM and the Bobcats, 
the defending NCAA Division I 
champions from Utah State and, 
last year's Canadian champions, 
the University of Alberta, will also 
participate.
The other teams entered in the 
two-day tournament are Portland 
State University, the University of 
Calgary, Southwest Missouri State 
University and the University of 
Washington.
Scott said Utah State has to be 
the favorite to win the tournament 
because they're the defending 
national champions. He also said 
that the two Canadian teams could 
be tough competition.
‘They've been working out but 
it's really their preseason,” Scott 
explained. “They’re not on top of 
their game as much as they would 
be during the regular season.”
Today, the spikers will play 
Calgary at 3 p.m. and Southwest 
Missouri at 5 p.m. The games will 
be played in the Romney and the 
Rosary gyms in Bozeman.
ASUM  Programming Presents
UM JAZZ 
WORKSHOP
With Director Lance Boyd
Saturday, November 3 
University Theatre 8 p.m.
General Public $1 
Students Free
J n
New to You But Old in Tradition
SARKIUS’S
Luncheon Special
Fatyre—meat or spinach pastie
Served With Lentils and Rice $195
O / U A
515 S. Higgins • 721 -2689 
• Open 11 e.m.-lO p.m
Monday Luncheon Special 
Kofta Pocket Sandwich 
Spiced Beef Patty 
served with lentils and rice
$1.95
RICH BULEY INTERCEPTS a pass during the campus Co-Rec championship game In which his team, 
Irreversible Brain Damage, deteated the Quaslmotos Hunches 24-14. (Staff photo by Pat Sullivan.)
Griz, Cats to clash tomorrow
Injuries are once again plaguing 
the Grizzly football team as they 
prepare for tomorrow's game in 
Bozeman against arch-rival Mon­
tana State University.
Coach Gene Carlson stated that 
tailback Rocky Klever, the team's 
leading ground gainer, is ques­
tionable for the Bozeman contest, 
as is defensive standout Kent 
Clausen. Klever’s replacement in 
last week's starting lineup, Bob 
Cerkovnik, is also injured and will 
be replaced by either Wayne 
Harper or Jack Schuster. Curt 
McElroy will probably replace 
Clausen in the middle linebacker 
slot. Also on the Grizzlies’ injured
Soccer team 
still winning
The University of Montana 
soccer team improved its overall 
record to 8-0 and its Northwest 
Intercollegiate Soccer League 
record to 6-0 with two victories in 
Missoula last weekend.
UM won its game Saturday 
against Whitworth College on a 
forfeit. Sunday, the UM club 
defeated North Idaho College 2-0 
on goals by Ralph Serrette and 
Eddo Fluri. Dean Bagley, UM's 
goalkeeper, recorded the shutout, 
making numerous saves on shots 
by the North Idaho forwards.
In more NWISL action this 
weekend, the soccer club will 
travel to Spokane tomorrow to 
take on Gonzaga, and on Sunday 
the club will clash with Central 
Washington Universi ty in 
Ellensburg, Wash.
list are defensive lineman Mike 
Carroll and offensive lineman 
Brian Caraway.
However, other factors will also 
contribute to the game. “This 
game is for the football supremacy 
of the state of Montana," Carlson 
said, adding the Grizzlies are 
mentally prepared after a week of 
practice in which their overall 
“game package" was strictly en­
forced to face the Bobcats.
Also on the line is the fact that 
many players on both teams will 
see action against old high school 
rivals, or even teammates. While 
Montana athletes are split up 
between the two schools, Carlson 
noted that since both teams recruit 
heavily from the state of Washing­
ton, these athletes might also 
have some rivalries of their 
own.
Finally there is the matter of 
pride.
"Every eye in the state is focused 
on the Bobcat/Grizzly game,” 
Carlson said. “ It's the most impor­
Showroom Open 
THURS-FRI-SAT 
10-5
Large Selection of 
Refinished Oak Furniture 
Antique Clothes 
Stereos, TVs, 
Collectibles, efc.
Free Parking Downtown
OLDSTUFF
Antique Refinishing 
534 N. Higgins Ave. 
549-8738
i l l p l i i
OPEN 9-2 TUES. - SAT.
Fraternities, Sororities, U of M Clubs 
Sunday & Monday nights are yours 
Call tor more Info, on your next party 
728-7370 145 W. FRONT
iM lM M lf lM lH I lM lllM lM lM lI lj
tant game of the season, whether 
we are in the conference race or 
not. It's a pride game."
Carlson displayed some pride of 
his own in his praise for the 
Grizzlies, complimenting their 
“great character and great resil­
iency in coming back from some 
tough situations.”
Montana takes a 2-5 overall 
record and 2-4 Big Sky Confer­
ence mark into the 1:30 contest, 
while Montana State, the top team 
in the conference, stands at 5-3 
and 5-1 in league, pjay.
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Missoula’s Coldest & Cheapest on Hand
Missoula's
Keg Kapitot & Wine Warehouse 
434 North Higgins 549-1293
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BE A STAR
This Weekend 
Dance Your Night Away 
at the
STAR GARAGE
Attention U of M Students
It’s Time to Winterize
Don’t Compromise See the Army-Navy Guys
Wool Specials
Glove Liners — $1.95 
Navy Watch Caps — $1.49 
100% Wool Mittens — $3.95 
Rag Wool Sweaters — $20.95 
Wool Socks — $2.95
New Shipment 
Just Arrived
• Bibs
•  Straight Leg
•  New Styles
Same ol’ Price $14.95 __ I
St
Flannel Shirts
100% Cotton 
5 Styles
Why Pay More $6.95
W
St|
St SWEAT PANTS — $3.95
5 Pullover Sweatshirts
{  (Hooded) $6.95
PRICED TO SELL 
X-Country Ski Special
$75.00 Package
Includes Skis, Poles, Boots 
Mounting Service
Ask About Our Ski 
Rental Program
Gl WOOL PANTS
100% Wool
$6.95
HERMAN SURVIVORS 
10% Off Any Pair!!
Sorrel Boots
Men’s and Women’s 
Best Price 
in Town
A R M S / N A V S f
E C O N O M Y  S T O R E
322 N. Higgins _ ........................ ....  .. ..............  QpEN
St Mon.-Frl. 9:00-5:30
£  WHY PAY MORE
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Williams elucidates nomenclature of wild edibles
Identifying wild edible plants 
has many benefits, but people 
should follow the "rules for eating 
plants safely," Kim Williams, a 
Missoulian columnist, said last 
night.
Williams, who has published a 
book called "Eating Wild Plants," 
has a weekly program on KUFM 
and is a contributor to National 
Public Radio's program “All 
Things Considered,” spoke to 
about 25 people in the University 
Center as part of the Women's 
Resource Center's Women in Wil­
derness program.
Identifying wild plants is "sort of 
fun" and is useful for emergency 
survival, Williams said.
Being able to identify edible 
plants also allows people to relate 
to each other and nature, she 
added.
Picking wild edible plants is a 
hobby for the 56-year-old health 
food enthusiast. "I dearly love to 
eat my way up a mountain," she 
commented.
According to Williams, the 10 
ways not to get poisoned by wild 
plants are:
• Do not eat anything that you 
cannot positively identify.
•  Be prepared to study wild 
edible plants. A course in plant 
identification that Includes field 
trips is suggested.
•  Use the scientific names of all
plants since common names differ 
in different parts of the country.
•  Learn what plants look like in 
all stages of growth.
•  Do not try to learn all species 
of plants in one season. Limit 
yourself to learning 10-15 plants a 
season. '
• Know what parts of the plant 
are edible and in what seasons it is 
edible.
• Use recipes. You need to 
know how to cook specific types of 
plants.
•  Eat just a sample of the plant 
the first time since your stomach 
will not be accustomed to the food.
• Watch out for contamination.
•  Know the common poisonous 
plants in the area.
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
A K . PAeSWENTT THE NEW
caucus fuwaes u rn  ju st
AW VED, S K . NOW THAT Y O /tfe  
U0AKN 6 ON THE MAHASKA 
VOTE, THE THESE 6  S A //N 6
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Weather or not
Little Maurice's documentation 
of his trek across the Midwest 
leaves us with the following words 
for thought:
“ I am astounded with the fertility 
of this land. It appears that not 
even Demeter could prevent the 
crops from flourishing here, and 
likewise the Americans cannot 
help but acquire great wealth from 
their land’s inherent richness.
"The people of this agricultural 
region talk weather Incessantly, as 
If It were a god. They cleverly use 
weather metaphors to express 
their emotions and financial sta­
tus. In a rural tavern one evening 
an elderly farmer confided in me 
the following: ‘Increasing cloudi­
ness and chances of snow through 
Saturday. Highs near 45, low 28.'
"His wife explained to me that he 
was becoming depressed about 
the inevitability of human mortal!; 
ty, loneliness and an instable 
soybean market.”
Men exist for the sake of one 
another. Teach them then or bear 
with them.
—Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
Junk fo o d . . .
•  Cont. from p. 1.
the number of low-nutritional 
commercials in children's televi­
sion programming.
He said lawyers representing 
affected food industries have told 
him that, if the proposals become 
law, they are confident they can tie 
the laws up In court for at least five 
years.
He cited a Louis Harris poll 
indicating that parents desire 
some type of government regula­
tion over advertising on children's
television programs.
Other people assisting Jeffrey in 
the study are Robert McLellarn, 
Scott Hickey, Daniel Fox, Joann 
Dalhkoettar, Nancy Lemnitzer and 
university faculty members James 
Walsh and Philip Bornstein.
Jeffrey said the study is funded 
by a $60,000 Department of Agri­
culture grant.
The greatest service we can do 
the Common Man is to abolish 
him.
—Sir Norman Angell
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S  PR
D A N C E  CLASSES
Elenita Brown
BALLET/CHARACTER M ODERN  
IM IT IVE /JA ZZ SPA N ISH /FLA M EN C O
26 years experience teaching, performing, 
choreography, lecture demonstrations.
Pre-Dance for Small Children
Information & registration: 1-777-5956
ASUM Programming Films Presents
THE PRODUCERS
This Classic Mel Brooks comedy poses 
Zero Mostel and Gene Wilder as a pair of 
would-be con men who concoct a get-rich 
scheme by producing a Broadway flop.
A musical called "Springtime for Hitler”— 
with a hippie Hitler and a 
transvestite director.
Friday, November 2 UC Ballroom 
Following the Ski Film (9 p.m.) 
Admission Free
...............................— -------- -------- ---------- ----------------------
Come 
to the 
Student 
WALK-IN
< - Special Entrance at the SE
End of the Health Service
Confidential listening 
by UM students 
— for UM students
No records. No names. No hassles.
Weekdays: 9 a m.-5 p.m., 8 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
Friday & Saturday: 8 p.m.-12 p.m.
...........................................................................................................^
★  Now Appearing ★  
Friday Nite
Ringling Bros.
5-piece Show Band 
★1950’s Floor Show 11 p.m. ★
The Carousel
No Cover Charge
2200 Stephens
Sponsored by ASUM Programming & UM Skiing
“THE VAGABOND SKIER .
Dick Barrymore’s Newest Film
Double Feature | 
i “THE PRODUCERS”'
Friday, Nov. 2 |
> 7 p.m.
U C  Ballroom |
Tickets Available: j
Gull Ski Leisure Trail I 
Sundance Sports ' 
UC Bookstore j
and at the door.
G. P. $3.00 
STUDENTS $2.50
DOOR PRIZES
3 New Pairs of Skis
rick danko, paul butterfield & friends 
with comedian bob shaw and friends 
and andre floyd & vicky mason.
november 6; 8 p.m. u.c. ballroom
tickets $6 advance $7 day of show
outlets: missoula: u.c. bookstore, eli's records and 
tapes, worden's market, grizzly grocery, 
kalispell: budget records and tapes
m o n c a n a
The B lue Cross c o n tr a c t-
praise
M i k e  D e n n i s o n  w r o t e  
m o s t  o f  t h e  s t o r ie s  f o r  t h is  
M o n t a n a  R e v i e w .  V a n e s s a  
C e r a v o l o  h e l p e d  w i t h  t h e  
s t o r y  a b o u t  t h e  d e n t a l  
f a c i l i t i e s  a t  t h e  S t u d e n t  
H e a l t h  S e r v i c e .  D e n n i s  
R e y n o ld s  w r o t e  t h e  i n ­
f i r m a r y  s t o r y ,  a n d  L y n n  
P e n i c k  w r o t e  t h e  w o m e n ’s  
p r o g r a m  s t o r y .  P h o t o s  a r e  
b y  D a r r e l  M a s t .
and  critic ism
L O R I  A N D E R S O N  g e ts  a  c h e c k  o v e r  b y  D r .  R o b e r t  C u r r y
D iagnosing the Health S erv ice
Health fees may rise
A "moderate" fee increase next year 
will be needed to maintain the present 
quality of the university of Montana 
Student Health Service, Dr. Robert 
Curry, director of the Health service, 
said recently.
"We are running out of money," he 
said.
The Health Service is used by 75 
percent of the, student body every 
year, and can handle almost any 
medical problem short of. surgery. 
Curry said.
It has new dental facilities, a phar­
macy, an 18-bed infirmary, four full­
time doctors and about 35 staff 
members.
Joyce Dozier, Health Service admin­
istrator, said most of the Health Service 
budget is used to pay salaries, so a 
budget cutback would mean a cut­
back in staff.
Dozier said factors contributing to 
the financial problems are inflation, 
declining .enrollment and a salary 
increase for state-classified em­
ployees, effective next year. All Health 
Service employees fall under these 
classifications.
Health fee
Students taking more than six cred­
its pay a $26.50 health fee each 
quarter, which includes a $4- fee for 
dental services.
The student health fee has risen 125 
percent since 1965, but the average 
price for office calls with private physi­
cians has risen up to 300 percent, 
Dozier said.
Joe Snyder, senior in premed and 
political science and chairman of the 
Student Health Committee, said a fee 
increase is probably one of the things 
the committee will consider this year.
The Student Health Committee com­
prises five * students who are ap  
pointed by asum, and appointments 
are ratified by Central Board.
ASUM President Cary Holmquist 
said the committee and Curry discuss 
issues such as fee increases, cutbacks, 
student attitudes toward the Health 
Service and the hiring of doctors. The
committee does not determine actual 
Health Service procedure. Holmquist 
added.
Snyder said the committee does not 
have five members yet, so it is difficult 
to know what plans the committee will 
make.
Snyder said he wants the committee 
to conduct a survey winter Quarter of 
student opinion on the Health Service.
During Winter Quarter 1977, a sur­
vey was conducted prior to the most 
recent fee increase.
Explore alternatives
Even though the Health Service Is an 
excellent service to students, Snyder 
said, the committee must explore all 
possible alternatives to a fee Increase.
•The question is whether students 
want to pay for this excellent service." 
Snyder said.
He said the committee would be 
investigating the use of the Health 
Service infirmary, to see if it is being 
used enough to warrant its existence.
Dozier said any considerations for 
cutbacks or a fee increase must go 
before the Board of Regents by early 
next spring
Curry said the Health Service needs 
student support. ‘That is the prime 
consideration," he said.
Students are skeptical of-the Health 
Service at first because of unfamiliari­
ty, he said.
“I'm skeptical, you're skeptical, 
anyone is—if they don't know the 
people or the facility," he said. "We've 
got to have the best dadblamed 
personnel there is—and we do. Stu­
dents have enough to worry about 
without their health care, tod."
The new Blue Cross of Montana 
health Insurance contract which cov­
ers premium-paying University of Mon­
tana students has drawn both praise 
and criticism from those who helped 
write it.
Signed in the spring of 1979. the 
contract is retroactive to Fall Quarter, 
1978.
Joyce Dozier, UM Student Health 
Service administrator, called the Blue 
Cross contract an “exceptional pro­
gram,” designed to give students 
affordable medical coverage.
But Max Weiss, a paralegal assistant 
for ASUM Legal Services who helped 
write the contract, said the coverage 
should be "more prompt .and less 
arbitrary.”
Blue Cross premiums cost a student 
$ 13 each quarter except for Summer 
Quarter when the coverage costs $20. 
Blue Cross is a national, non-profit 
health plan. Each state has its own 
offices.
The Blue Cross contract for UM 
students was co-written by Weiss, Dr. 
Robert Curry, director of the Health 
Service, Cary Holmquist, and Blue 
Cross staff members.
Types of Coverage
Under the contract, three types of 
medical coverage are provided for 
students: basic coverage, extended 
benefits/ major medical coverage and 
supplemental accident coverage.
The basic coverage is an extension 
of the free service given at the Health 
Service. Dozier said if a student comes
to the Health Service and must be sent 
immediately to a hospital. Blue Cross 
will pay loo percent of the hospital 
expenses.
The student must have an acute 
illness or medical problem, and must 
first go to the Health Service to be 
eligible for basic coverage. The ex­
tended benefits/major medical cover­
age insures students who become ill 
or injured between quarters.
Thlscoverage is $50 deductible, and 
pays 80 percent of medical bills up to 
$10,000.
The supplemental accident cover­
age pays up to $300 in medical bills for 
accidents occurring anywhere during 
the time the student is covered by the 
insurance.
Car accidents excluded
Motor vehicle accidents are ex­
cluded from thiscoverage, Dozier said, 
because most drivers carry car insur­
ance. and because it would make the 
health insurance premiums more ex­
pensive.
Although Weiss said the contract is 
"reasonably comprehensive," he said 
problems in its interpretation have 
occurred.
“A contract is only as good as its 
interpretation," Weiss said. “In my 
personal experience. Blue Cross 
makes every possible effort to deny 
coverage."
Weiss gave as an example a student 
who had broken his leg early in the 
quarter. He said the student had 
registered and was attending classes,
but had not paid his fees.
Weiss said that Blue Cross con­
tended that the student was not regis­
tered, and therefore was not covered 
by the plan.
Blue Cross eventually paid the medi­
cal bills due under the coverage, but 
the time wasted in legal negotiations 
was unnecessary, Weiss said.
Weiss said all claims negotiations
J o y c e  D o z i e r
and court costs are handled by ASUM 
Legal Services.
Dozier and Glenn Kolfstad. Missoula 
district represehtative for Blue Cross, 
disagreed with Weiss' criticism.
Kolfstad said Blue Cross pays claims 
as promptly as possible.
Kolfstad could not cite figures on the 
administrative expenses for the UM 
student plan, but said that for every 
dollar Blue Cross received in Montana 
premiums last year, 88.7 cents was 
used to pay claims. The remaining 
11.3 cents .was used for “administra­
tive expenses” such as salaries and 
operating costs, he said.
Least Expensive
Dozier said the Health Service al­
ways tries to find the least expensive 
health insurance plan for students. No 
program less expensive and as effec­
tive as Blue Cross has been found,she 
said.
"Blue Cross sits down with Dr. Curry, 
he tells them what we want, and they 
provide it," she said.
She also said Blue Cross gives 
students a chance to deal with insur­
ance coverage, as it has probably 
been handled in the past by their 
parents.
The Health Service provides Blue 
Cross with office space in the Health 
Service building. The office person 
nel's salaries are paid by Blue Cross.
. Anna Martin, Blue Cross’ on-campus 
representative, said the office can 
answer any questions students may 
have about Blue Cross coverage.
S tu d en t p h a rm a cy  s e r v e s  tw o  n e e d s
The prescription pharmacy at the 
Student Health Service dispenses 
prescription drugs to University of 
Montana students at reduced prices 
and acts as a training facility for 
pharmacy students.
owned and run by the UM School 
of Pharmacy and Allied Health 
.Sciences, the store Is self-sustaining. 
Greg Hall, pharmacy supervisor, 
said It must make enough money 
by selling prescription drugs to keep
itself in business.
The pharmacy buys drugs from 
local distributors and manufactur­
ers. Hall said. Because the phar­
macy is part of a state institution, 
some manufacturers sell their pro­
ducts to it at a discount, he said.
"We try to pass savings on to 
students if possible," Hall said. "We 
generally have lower prices than 
regular pharmacies."
Hall and another full-time pharma­
cist are paid by the pharmacy 
school. Student "externs" and phar­
macy students earning elective 
credits also work at the pharmacy.
Externs are fifth-year pharmacy 
students who work full time for five 
weeks during a quarter.
Pharmacy students working 
there to earn upper-division phar­
macy elective credits work part 
time, for two hours a week during a 
quarter.
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Women’s program
The women's program at the Health 
Service has "come a long way” and 
has been a "great benefit" to women 
on campus since it began seven years 
ago. Arlene Mitchell, director of the 
program, said.
The program now includes pregnan­
cy testing. Pap smears, abortion refer­
ral and the distribution and fitting of 
contraceptives.
Mitchell gives an "informal talk" at 
the Health Service every Tuesday at 4 
p.m. on methods of birth control and is 
available to speak at sororities and 
dorms in the evenings.
Attending the talk is encouraged, 
especially for women considering 
birth control pills.
Mitchell is also available from 3 to 5 
p.m. for personal counseling.
The women's program serves about 
35,000 women during the school year, 
Mitchell said. She added that this is a 
“small percentage” of people receiv­
ing services at the Health Service.
Appointments for services offered 
by the women's program can be 
made at the Health Service appoint­
ment desk.
The cost to students for services is:
• $3 for pregnancy testing
|  $7.50 for a Pap smear.
•  $ 15 for insertion of an IUD.
|  S3.75 for fitting a diaphragm.
|  $2 for a month’s supply of birth 
control pills.
Need pencils?
Need pens?
Need notebooks?
Need typing supplies?
Need candy?
Need gum?
Need cigarettes?
Need chewing tobacco?
Need pharmacy supplies?
Introducing. . .
^EXTENDED
SERVICES®
at the University Center Information Desk.
8 am-11 pm daily 
A service of the UC Bookstore
Because your needs don’t stop at 5:30 pm
LIBERAL A R TS /P H Y S  ED M AJO RS  
DIVING AND SALVAGE 
OPPORTUNITY
Our program gives you complete training 
from basic to advanced diving and salvage 
skills. This program is aimed at training 
you to be an expert with responsibility fast 
as a leader and manager. Stringent 
physical qualifications. Males or females 
are eligible. Diver aptitude test required. 
Max age 27 (VETS may be 30). BA/BS  
required. Interviewing November 5-6, UM 
Placement Center: sign up for
U.S. NAVY DIVERS
NAVY OFFICER. It’s not just a 
job, it’s an adventure!
H E A L T H  S E R V IC E  D E N T IS T  R u s s e l l  R e a d  w o r k s  o n  t h e  t e e t h  o f  
D a v i d  M a r t in ,  a  s e n io r  in  f o r e s t r y .
D e n ta l  w o r k  in  d e m a n d
Because of a high demand for dental 
services, and because there is only 
one dentist for 8,000 students, the 
Health Service dental facilities are 
booked through November, Russell 
Read, Health Service dentist, said re­
cently.
Read does only emergency work; 
students are referred to off-campus 
dentists for routine work.
"We feel bad we can’t do the routine 
work, but we have to treat emergen­
cies first,” Read said.
Read said emergencies are such 
things as broken fillings, toothaches or 
abscesses.
Although the office is booked well in 
advance, Read encouraged students 
to come in.
"if it's an emergency, we’ll find the 
time somewhere,” he said.
If emergency work must be referred 
to another dentist, the Health Service 
will pay 20 percent of the bill. All 
routine work that is referred must be 
paid for by the patient.
Student dental fees account for $4 of 
the 526.50 quarterly student health 
fee.
Read's office staff includes a dental 
hygienist, a full-time dental assistant, 
and a full-time receptionist.
This fall. Lissa Cothren, the dental 
hygienist, began a hygiene program 
which includes a classroom session 
on dental care. The session is manda­
tory for students who want their teeth 
cleaned.
”it is very important to educate, and 
not simply to treat the patients,” Read 
said.
Read began the dental service for 
University of Montana students last fall
at a private office in Missoula. He 
moved to the new dental facility at the 
Health Service last spring.
He graduated from the University of 
Illinois at Chicago School of Dentistry 
in 1978, and applied for the dentist 
position at the Health Service.
”1 liked the campus setting, and it’s 
kind of fun starting a new program,” he 
said. He said students are more recep­
tive and more rewarding to work with 
than patients in a private practice. 
Students are more willing to explain 
their needs and work with him on 
follow up treatment, he said.
He said he makes less money than 
he could in private practice, and he 
agreed with other Health Service 
personnel about the need for more 
money.
“Silver fillings, operating cost, every­
thing is going up,” he said.
The facility is open from 8:30 a.m. to 
5:3o p.m.
PHYSIC IANS
ONLY
TOW AWAY ZONE
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Fall Harvest Sale
Lean Ground Beef  ................... $1.49 lb.
Fresh Bratwurst ,’v . . T . . . . .  .$1.79 lb. 
Fresh Corned B e e f .....................$1.79lb.
All Hams on Sale
Order Your Fresh Thanksgiving Turkey early.
QUALITY MEATS
445 Hill St.
Grizzly G r o c e r y  Center’
r t i k r  M s t  .
OV^K 1 $  0 J I0 W ?
IT ’S THE PRESS BOX
HAPPY HOUR
9-11 Monday-Friday 
$1.25 Pitchers 
$.75 Wine Cocktails
a/so
Stop In 
and See Us!
rfisncir
Pizza, Sandwiches, Salad Bar 
and 
Game 
Room
press
dway b  O X -
WESTERN SPORTSMAN
JOINS SOUTHGATE MALL’S SNOW SHOW  
AND SKI FAIR W ITH THESE SPECIALS
SKI WAX
AND
KLISTER 
SKI
GOGGLES
Special
Group
REG.
$1.50
MISSOULA’S LARGEST 
RENTAL CENTER TOO!
SPECIAL GROUP OF
OUTDOOR PRODUCTS i  /  A r p  j
g a t o r s  72 U r r ^
WOOL Va|ues $  1  f  
PANTS m »  1  i
J9®
O l / I  VALUES 
O l Y I  TO $30.00
SWEATERS * 0
[95 1
Next to Eastgate Shopping Center
F'—  ........11
H ealth S erv ic e  d o c to rs— 
‘not h ere  to m a k e a b u c k ’
W alk in  w h e n  y o u ’re d o w n
Dr. Robert Curry became director 
of the student Health Service In 
11 K>;>, after working briefly there part 
time. He said because of the poor 
conditions then, he decided to take 
the Job as director.
Curry said the emphasis at the 
Health Service Is on "preventative 
medicine." which means educating 
the patients on disease processes 
and pinpointing the causes of injur­
ies.
The Health Service has three 
other fulltime doctors, none of 
whom have other duties outside of 
the Health Service.
Curry said if. the Health Service 
was not the doctors' prime responsi­
bility. It would “worry the hell out of 
him.
‘They can't be out hustling to 
make moonlight money, or I don't
D r . R o b e r t  C u r r y
want them working here.” he said.
All Health Service personnel must 
go through a screening process 
before being hired. It consists of 
private and group interviews by 
a staff committee.
All salaries are set by the state. 
Doctors earn somewhere in the 
$30,000 bracket. The total annual 
Health Service budget is about 
$500,000, Curry said.
Jack Bruckner, a doctor at the 
Health Service, said because of a 
limited budget, the Health Service 
tries to cut costs as much as possi-. 
ble and still practice good medicine,
Recycling Ace bandages and 
orthopedic appliances such as 
neck braces, knee braces and arm 
slings were examples he gave.
Bruckner, who came to the Health 
Service in 1973, said he could earn 
twice as much working in private 
practice, but that he preferred the 
Health Service.
He said he enjoys working with 
students and likes the hoursand the 
staff.
“Obviously there's no one in the 
Health Service who got into medi­
cine to make a buck,” Bruckner 
said.
The Health Service has some 
advantages over a private practice 
such as other doctors to consult and 
medical resources like an infirmary 
and a dental facility, Bruckner said.
Bruckner is planning a “health- 
risk analysis program," designed to 
help students evaluate their own 
health habits.
He said he plans to solicit students 
to come to the Health Service for a 
combination check-up and educa­
tional visit. Smoking, blood pressure 
and blood cholesterol levels will be 
some of the factors discussed.
He, stressed that health can be 
controlled only by the individual 
and said he may initiate the pro­
gram later this academic year.
The Student walk-ln Center, housed 
in the east end of the Student Health 
Service, should not be considered a 
place where one comes to see a 
"shrink."
Joyce Dozier. Health Service admin­
istrator. said the center is a, place 
where students can come to discuss 
problems with other students.
The student counselors are called 
peer-group therapists or "PGTs."
All PGTs are volunteers who go 
through a training program at the 
Health Service.
Dozier said the program trains the 
PGTs to "be able to listen to people" 
and familiarises them with the types of 
problems students might have and 
how to deal with these problems.
The problems can range from de­
pression and loneliness to finding 
child care to financial crises.
Janine Belhumeur, senior In music 
and a PGT.said, "if students feel we are 
limited only to mental health, then 
we’d be in trouble."
Although the center is part of the 
Health Service's mental health pro­
gram. the PGTs “do not report to 
anyone," Belhumeur said.
Sometimes a student is referred by a 
PGT to one of the psychiatric nurses on 
the Health Service staff, but it Is the 
student’s choice whether to follow up 
the referral and see the nurse, Belhu­
meur said.
No files are kept, and all listening is 
strictly confidential.
Belhumeur emphasized that if the 
center can’t immediately help a stu­
dent with a problem, it will find some­
one or someplace that can.
Last winter, the Walk-In Center con-, 
ducted a survey of all community and 
campus agencies which can provide 
help to students. Belhumeur said a 
referral list was then compiled of 
agencies that "followed through" on 
assistance and/or counseling
Agencies to which students are 
referred include Al-Anon, the UM Cen­
ter for Student Development and the 
Consumer Credit Council located in
the Federal Building
If a student is ineligible for financial 
aid and needs financial assistance, the 
Walk-ln Center can refer the student to 
a community agency. Belhumeur 
said.
She said the referral^ don't always 
work, but “we always try to come up 
with some answers."
Belhumeur said about 25 to 40 
students visit the Walk-ln Center a 
week, depending on the week. She 
said heavy traffic periods are during 
midterm and final testing holidays 
and sometimes after an abrupt 
change In the weather.
She said the most common prob­
lems are boyfriend/girlfriend conflicts, 
loneliness, and depression resulting 
from school pressures.
The Walk-In Center is open from 8 
a.m. until midnight. After midnight 
students can call the center, if for some 
reason a student cannot come in, the 
PGT will go to him.
T h e infirm ary
The Student Health Service 
infirmary, which comprises 18 beds, 
has three semi-private rooms and two 
six-bed wards.
Four full-time doctors and 14 full­
time nurses work there. One nurse 
and a student assistant are on duty at 
night. One doctor is on call at night, on 
weekends and during holidays.
Joyce Dozier, Student Health 
Service administrator, said the 
infirmary is supported by a laboratory 
that “has almost everything" that a 
regular hospital lab has. She said more 
complicated work-is sent out to local 
labs that charge the lowest-rates.
According to Health Service figures, 
the infirmary has an 11 percent 
average occupancy. The average 
length of stay for patients is l .25 days.
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\ Village Hair Design j
X WHERE IT  ALL HAPPENS 8
THE STAKE OUT
THE GRIZZLY GROCERY CENTER
(corner of Beckwith and Higgins)
25 cents off any sandwich 
with this coupon
Limit 1 coupon per sandwich
8
1
X
THE TEAM THAT MAKES IT HAPPEN
(Cinder, Micky, Ric)
WHAT HAPPENS
Any Style of Precision Cuts, Perms, 
Frosting, Hair & Scalp Care
X PRODUCTS USED TO MAKE IT HAPPEN |
•  Tri •  KMS •  Redkin •  Henna
X Located in Edgewater j j
2  Just 10 min. Walking Distance from Campus 8
Hours: 9-9 T-Fr 9-6 Sat, Mon Closed Sun 
|  Phone 728-2731 728-3100
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EARN OVER 
*740 A MONTH FOR 
1HEREST0F 
YOUR SENIOR YEAR.
Interested in math, physics or 
engineering? Then you could 
earn as much as $740 a month, 
for the rest of your senior year, 
in the Navy’s NUPOC-Collegiate 
Program (NUPOC is short for 
Nuclear Propulsion Officer 
Candidate).
If you qualify, you’ll get 
16 weeks of Officer Candidate 
School, and an additional year 
of advanced technical education. 
Education that would cost 
thousands in civilian life, but in 
the Navy we pay you. And you'll
receive a $3,000 cash bonus at 
the end of your training year. ,
It isn’t easy. But those who 
make it find themselves in one 
of the most elite engineering 
training programs anywhere. 
With unequalled hands-on 
responsibility and a $24,000 
salary in four years.
For more details, simply 
see your Navy Officer Programs 
Representative. Or drop him a 
rdsumd. The NUPOC-Collegiate 
Program. It could be the start of 
a great career.
TALK WITH THE NAVY OFFICER 
INFORMATION TEAM, NOV. 5, 6 
At University of Montana Placement Office 
Or Call 200-442-5700 COLLECT
NAVY OFFICERS 
GET RESPONSIBILITY EAST.
Students push for no-smoking area
By MIKE DENNISON
Montana Kalmjn Reporter
John Piquette, Residence Halls 
Food Service director, said yester­
day he does not plan to set Up a 
non-smoking section in the food 
service dining halls because he 
prefers "natural alternatives."
He said there is no need to make 
rules and regulations when one 
can easily find a seating area 
where no one is smoking, or if 
someone begins to smoke, politely 
ask them not to.
As part of a "persuasive argu­
ment" assignment Piquette was 
asked by two Interpersonal Com­
munications 115 students to set up 
a non-smoking section in the Food 
Service dining halls.
Since Piquette gave a definite no 
to the students, they said their next 
step is to use the Montana Kaimin 
as an agent to inform students of 
the situation.
Piquette said out of about 1,100
dormitory residents who answered 
last January's food preference 
survey, "about 12” mentioned an 
interest in setting up a non­
smoking section.
He said this was not a “substan­
tial minority," so it did not warrant 
any action.
The food preference survey is an 
annual survey conducted by the 
Food Service to gather student 
opinion on choices of food, meal 
plans or dining hall set-up.
Pam Atchison, freshman in edu­
cation and one of the INCO 
students, said students should at 
least be given the choice to use a 
non-smoking section.
She said she thinks it is hard to 
ask people not to smoke and that 
persons should be able to relax 
and avoid any confrontation dur­
ing their meals.
Piquette, a non-smoker, said he 
has never been turned down when 
asking smokers to “please stop 
smoking."
He described himsejf as a per­
son who likes to talk, and enjoys 
debating issues. If a person is 
really suffering from cigarette 
smoke, he said he would find a 
solution.
“ I don’t want people eating in my 
office, but if that has to be done, I'd 
do it,” he said.
Other reasons Piquette gave for 
not setting up a non-smoking 
section were the shortage of seats 
it could create by restricting cer­
tain seats for non-smokers and the 
physical construction of the dining 
halls. He said there are no areas 
where one could guarantee elimi­
nation of smoke from cigarettes.
T.G.I.F.
Liquor:
Scotch, Dawson ...................................  filth %4.!
Gin, Fleischman .....................................p/'/if$3.l
Wine:
Celia Lambrusco .............................. 750 ml $2.!
GamayRose .....................................  750ml$2A
Gam ay Beau/olais ............................  750ml$2A
Barbara..............................................  750 m /$2.!
FAIRWAY Liquor
Corner Pocket 
presents
Eight-Ball
Tournaments!!
Men’s: Sunday at 7 p.m.—$3.00 entry fee. 
Women’s: Monday at 7 p.m.—$2.00 entry fee.
Double Elimination 
100% Return on Entry Fees 
in Prize Money.
weekend—
FRIDAY 
UC Mall
Waskewich Gallery print sale. 9 a m. 
Programming Video Tapes. 11 a.m.
Meetings
Career Education conference, 8:30 a.m., UC 
Montana Rooms 360 A and B.
Folk Dancing. 7:30 p.m. to midnight. Men's Gym. 
International Student Association get-together. 8 
p.m., 1010 Arthur Ave.
Films
The Vagabond Skier,’' 7 p.m., UC Ballroom. 
The Producers.’' 9 p.m., UC Ballroom. 
Performances
ENRICO IV, 8 p.m., Great Western Stage. 
Coffeehouses
Aletheia coffeehouse, 8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., 1023 
Arthur Ave. Peggy Nelson, singer and guitarist, will 
perform.
Narnia coffeehouse, 9 p.m. tojnidnight, basement 
of 538 University Ave.
SATURDAY
Meetings
Retired Teachers luncheon, 12:30 p.m.. Gold Oak 
Room East.
Performances
UM Jazz Workshop. 8 p.m., University Theater, 
free.
ENRICO IV. 8 p.m., Great Western Stage. 
Coffeehouses
Narnia Coffeehouse, 9 p.m. to midnight, basement 
of 538 University Ave.
SUNDAY
Meetings
Missoula Civic Symphony reception, 9:30' p.m., 
UC Lounge.
Films
New York Erotic Film Festival, 9 p.m., UC Ball­
room.
Performances
Missoula Symphony Orchestra, 7:30 p.m., Univer­
sity Theater.
MONDAY
Meetings
PP & B meeting, 9 a.m., UC Montana Rooms 360 J.
UNDERGRADUATES/GRADUATES  
★  SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES ★
U ndergraduates.............. $25,000 FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM
$12,500.00 TW O-YEAR PROGRAM  
$ 8,000.00 ONE-YEAR PROGRAM
Graduates ......................... $ 8,000.00 ONE-YEAR PROGRAM
Medical S c h o o l................ $50,000.00 FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM
For further information, call Raye Sorensen or Carol Michael 
at 206-442-5700 (collect), or write:
Navy Scholarship Opportunities 
300 120th Avenue N.E.
Building 1, Suite 200 
Bellevue, Washington 98005
NAVY OFFICER. IT ’S NOT JUST A JOB, 
IT ’S AN ADVENTURE!
10%
Discount
Anytime!
(With Valid ID)
•  Art Supplies
•  Books
•  Stationery
THE
OFFICE
SUPPLY
Since 1916
115 W. Broadway
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 to 5:30 
543-7171
Select Group of Down Coats
w
DOWNRIGHT
COMFORTABLE
SINCE
1915
500 discount 
with University 
ID
GORDON {.FERGUSON C O .
MINNEAPOUS. M IN N . 5 5 4 1 3
Store Hours 
M-F 10-9 Sat 10-6 
Sun 12-5
I BOLfTHGATE M ALL
Bferstube Party 
2SC Dark Beer 
$1.00 Dark Pitchers
10c Beer 10-11 p.m. 
6-Pack Coors 1.95 
Case Price 7.80
1980AUDUBON
S0Q6TY CAUENCAR
TRADING POST SALOON
9 3  S t r i p
NO
COVER
CHARGE
Hurlbut, Tuckett work brilliantly
ARMYROTC. ARMY NATIONAL GUARD. ARMY RESERVE.
AI1SYN FLYER from
Seattle
By DAVID C. STINSON
Montana Kalmln Fine Arts Editor
Unforgettable . . .  compelling, 
superb, inspired, . . .  studied, dy­
namic, . . .  I juggle and test these 
reviewer’s cliches, fearing that 
none will adequately describe 
Bruce Huribut's magnificent per­
formance in “Enrico IV," showing 
at the Great Western Stage in Main 
Hall through Nov. 7.
"Enrico IV,” a complicated play 
by Italian playwright Luigi Piran­
dello, is the Drama/Dance De­
partment’s entry in the American 
College Theatre Festival. UM will 
be a formidable contestant with 
this powerful production.
Hurlbut plays a twentieth cen­
tury man living a medieval fantasy. 
A blow to the head while masquer­
ading as Emperor Henry IV of 
Germany has left him tragically 
locked in this regal dream for 20 
years. Henry lives in a castle, 
waited upon by valets and counse­
lors who conform in dress and 
manner to his fantasy.
The play begins with the arrival 
of Charles Di Nolli (Phil Jordan) — 
Henry's nephew, Dona Matilda 
Spina (Sherry Tuckett) — Henry’s 
former sweetheart, Dona Matilda's 
daughter (Denise Dowling), and 
Dona Matilda's lover (Timothy 
Walker). They have brought a 
psychiatrist (Bruce Elsperger) to 
cure Henry of his delusions.
The consequences are enor­
mous: honesty vs. propriety, con­
formity vs. nonconformity, truth 
vs. convenience, and other con­
flicts emerge in this meeting of 
madman and society.
There is a multitude of dramas 
occurring at any one time. Many 
lines have multiple meanings that 
delicately, simultaneously refer to 
the past, the present, the speaker, 
and the listener.
Pirandello considered this to be 
his finest play, and director Randy 
Bolton points out that Pirandello 
“blurs the boundaries of sanity and 
madness, of fantasy and reality, to 
create an unforgettably startling' 
evening of theatre."
The play's complexities are 
skillfully handled by Bolton. Under 
his direction, every nuance, every 
subtlety maintains clarity. Block­
ing, timing, and coaching have all 
received his generous, precise 
attention.
Hurlbut and Tuckett give bril­
liant performances as Henry IV 
and Dona Matilda. Huribut's 
energy seems boundless. He ma­
neuvers quickly and unexpectedly 
from hysterics to trances, from 
haughty lectures to humble plead­
ing, from babbling to poetry. His 
gestures and movements flow 
flawlessly with his tirades.
Tuckett understands all aspects 
of her light-hearted character; 
every detail of timing, gesturing 
and dynamics blends convincingly 
together. I often found myself 
more interested in her quiet listen­
ing than in another actor's speak­
ing.
Elsperger is clinical and slightly 
condescending as the doctor. 
Through his fine portrayal,
ATHENS
Greek Food Restaurant 
Home of the 
Greek Gyros 
Eat In or 
Take Out
2021 South Avenue 
Phone 549-1831 
Hrs.:Mon.-SaL—11-10 p.m.
one aspect of the play's theme 
of fantasy-and-reality is de­
veloped: is "professional obser- 
vor" an honest lifestyle or a conve­
nient, practiced role, and hence 
just another fantasy?
Walker, whose role as Belcredi is 
important and requires clarity, 
seemed to still be wrestling with 
his character. In the final scenes he 
emerged as the frustrated, cynical 
fool, but until then his characteri­
zation seemed uncertain.
The set is beautifully designed 
by Chris Frandsen, who has adapt­
ed the many original scenes to the 
confinements of the Great Western 
Stage.
This is the finest production I've 
seen in Missoula in a long, long 
time. Do yourself a favor: see it. •
Symphony to 
perform Sunday
Beethoven's “Triple concerto in 
C" will be the featured work of the 
first concert of the 1979-80 season 
of the Missoula Symphony Or­
chestra, Sunday, November 4, at 
7:30 p.m. in t(ie University Theater. 
Guest soloists will be Jorja Fleeza- 
nis, violinist, Karen Andrie, cellist, 
and Katherine Collier, pianist. 
Additional works on the program 
will be the "Egmont Overture" by 
Beethoven and Tchaikovsky's 
“Symphony No. 4 in F, opus 36.” 
The Missoula Symphony Orches­
tra is conducted by Jean-Paul 
Penin.
Jorja Fleezanis, violinist, is a 
former member of the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra, and forms* 1 
concert mistress of~the~Cincinnati - 
Chamber Orchestra.
Karen Andrie, cellist, is a former 
Missoulian and daughter of retired 
music professor Eugene Andrie 
who was also the former conduc­
tor of the Missoula Symphony 
Orchestra. She is a graduate of the 
Eastman School of Music and 
studied cello in Paris on a Ful- 
bright scholarship. While in Paris 
she was principle cellist with the 
Concert Colonne Chamber Or­
chestra.
Katherine Collier is a graduate of 
the Eastman School of Music. She 
has completed post graduate work 
in London at the Royal College of 
Music. She was a winner of the 
National Young Artists Competi­
tion, and has performed as a piano 
soloist with several orchestras in 
the U.S. and in England. She has 
been on the faculty at Interlochen, 
University of Wyoming and the 
University of Northern Kentucky.
So Get Crackin’ 
and Check Out 
the Selection
B o o k s t o r e
Hrs. — Monday-Frlday 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Free Drawing
Every Hour
9-2—Beer & Pizza
Happy Hour 
6-9 p.m.
$1.50
Pitchers
35$
Schooners
50$
Highballs
NOW  YOU CAN 
EARN OVER $6 ,500  
W I T H  ARM YROTC.
icom-Before you graduate from college! Because now, you can  
bine service in the Army Reserve or National Guard with Army 
ROTC. It’s called the Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP). 
And, depending on your academic year when you enter, SMP 
can help you earn over $6,500.
Here's how it works. If you qualify and a vacancy is available, 
you become a member of an Army Reserve or National Guard unit 
as an officer trainee and, at the same time, enroll in the Army 
ROTC advanced course at your college. Your Reserve or Guard 
membership will pay you at the minimum level of Sergeant E-5, and 
you’ll receive $100 a month during the regular school year as an 
Army ROTC advanced course cadet.
At the end of your second year of advanced ROTC, you’ll be 
commissioned a second lieutenant and, assuming there’s a vacancy, 
serve with a Guard or Reserve unit while you complete the require­
ments for your college degree. Upon graduation, you may con­
tinue service with a Guard or Reserve unit while pursuing your 
civilian career, or you can, if you prefer, compete for active duty as 
an Army officer.
So ifyou’d like to earn over $6,500 while you’re still in college,
get into SMP. Because SMP can help you do it. You can bank on it!
For further information, contact the Professor of Military 
Science at your school.
E D =
NATIONAL
G U A R D
‘Apocalypse’ is visually strong s z m r  s
By K. P. IVANOV
Montana Kalmln Film Ravlawar
It's probably safe to say that you 
won't take anyone else's word on 
the merits or demerits of "Apoca­
lypse Now" — I know I wouldn't. 
With a cost of millions and a cast 
that includes Marlon Brando and 
"Rolling Stone" cover-boy Martin 
Sheen, Francis Ford Coppola's 
new semi-epic is easily this year’s 
(or even last year's) most eagerly 
awaited film, an event regardless 
of what anyone says about it.
At first glance, "Apocalypse 
Now" would seem to demand 
comparison with the whole crop of 
Vietnam war movies. But that 
doesn't work, largely because 
Coppola's conception is far too 
grandiose to allow it to stand 
beside such modest films as 
"Coming Home" or the simple- 
minded yet moving “Hearts and 
Minds."
“Apocalypse Now” is full of 
foreshadowing, haunting premo­
nitions that lead the viewer further 
into the jungle. Much of the credit 
for the anticipatory, foreboding 
character of the film must go to 
Vittorio Storaro, whose work with 
Bernardo Bertolucci in "The Con­
formist" is one of the most memor­
able visual experiences in modern 
cinema.
“Apocalypse” works on a very
visual level, but some of the effect 
is lost at the Roxy, due to the small 
screen size. Projection difficulties 
also marred the first show Wed­
nesday night.
The film is elaborately struc­
tured as a series of contrasting 
visual moments, dovetailing nicely 
with Coppola's integration of Josef 
Conrad’s "Heart of Darkness.” The 
film mirrors that novel’s use of dark 
and light images by visually un­
derscoring crucial bits of ambigui­
ty-
For the literary-minded, all this 
may finally appear to be too 
contrived as Sheen plays Marlow 
to Brando's Kurtz. Coppola even 
goes so far as to put the words of 
Conrad’s Kurtz in the mouth of his 
own, further reinforcing the con-
Previews
•  Jazz Workshop, Lance Boyd, 
conductor. Saturday night at 8 in 
the UT. Free.
•  Missoula Symphony Orches­
tra, Jean-Paul Penin, conductor. 
Sunday evening at 7:30 in the UT. 
Call 721-3194, or 543-6663, for 
ticket information.
• Ann Shalberg, violin recital. 
Tuesday night at 8 in the Music 
Recital Hall. Free.
•  "Enrico IV," at the Great 
Western Stage in Main Hall. Nov. 2, 
3, 7, 8, 9, 10 at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$3.50, $2.50 for students.
nection between story and film.
Unfortunately, the film’s ending 
lacks the poignancy of Conrad’s 
story—we're left empty-handed as 
the titles flash across the screen. 
Against the background of bombs 
exploding in gently filtered slow- 
motion, the credits are a form of 
aesthetic excess, not unlike the 
desert sunset that fills the final 
frames of Antonioni's “Zebriskie 
Point."
There Is too much mumbo- 
jumbo in the last half of the film, I'd 
say, but don't take my word for it. 
As flawed as “Apocalypse Now” Is, 
there's probably enough in it to 
keep you occupied for two-and-a- 
half hours.
CKwese yijjjigs
Let Jerry’s Bring the South 
Seas to You — Exotic 
Polynesian Drinks
Try a Double Scorpion, but 
don’t get stung.
Extensive Cantonese Cuisine 
Large Portions
Hiway 10 West — On the Way to the Airport 
“Can you really refuse an Invitation to Jerry’s?"
CHOUINARD PATAGONIA MAD RIVER TRAK
MONTANA WILDERNESS  
OUTFITTERS INC.
m o
m
U
o
Km
H
30
>
U.S. 93 N. — Hamilton, Montana — 363-1820 
10% Discount to U.M. Students with I.D.
Additional 10% Discount for Any Complete 
Ski Package Purchased
Close-out Prices on All Canoes & Kayaks
Full Range of Ladies’ Sizes in Down or 
Polarguard Vests and. Jackets
Quality equipment lor wilderness travelers.
PHOENIX EUREKA NORSEWEAR ASOLO LOWE
THE SUBCAFETERIA PRESENTS: 
BOBCAT-GRIZZLY PRE-GAME BRUNCH
FEATURING:
★  C H O IC E W ESTERN RIBEYE STEAK ★
2 Eggs Any Style Hash Browns
Roll, Butter and Jelly Coffee or Tea
only $4.75
★  GRILLED HAM STEAK W ITH REDEYE GRAVY ★
2 Eggs Any Style Hash Browns
Biscuit, Butter and Jelly Coffee or Tea
only $1.95
★  EGGS B ENED IC T ★
(Toasted English Muffins Topped with Ham,
Eggs and Hollandaise Sauce)
Chilled Cantaloupe Slices Coffee or Tea
only $1.50
★  FRENCH TO AST ★
RASHER of BACON
Twist of Orange on Endive Honey or Hot Maple Syrup
Coffee or Tea
only $1.25
LUNCHEO N ITEMS  
★ ★ ★  ALSO AVAILABLE ★ ★ ★
20% D IS C O U N T FOR STU D EN TS  
SERVED 9 A.M.-1 P.M. STRAND UNION BLDG. MSU CAMPUS
ON
THURS.
NOV.
15th
NOIFS, 
ANDS 
OR
Give up cigarettes 
for just one day. You 
just might give ’em up 
for good.
THE GREAT AMERICAN 
4  SMOKEOUT.
J \  American Cancer Society.
WANT TO FLY?
SOPHOMORES/JUNIORS ALL MAJORS
We can guarantee your seat in our 
PILOT and FLIGHT OFFICER training program 
RIGHT NOW! Get into the sky, talk with 
the NAVY AVIATION Officer Team at UM 
Placement Center, NOV 5-6 (Incidentally, 
vision up to 20/400 may be accepted).
Take our aviation test and we can tell
you how to grow wingsl
Navy Officer. It’s not just a job.
It's an adventure!
It's
winter
here.
Cross Country 
Ski Package
start at
$89.95
Includes
• Karhu Fiberglass Skis
(Full one year guarantee)
• Heirling Full Grain Leather 
Boots
i • 3 Pin Bindings 
\ • Tonkin Cane Poles
• Mounting
Kids Packages Skis 
at Boots
Q Q  Bindin9 
Poles
Cross Country C lothing for 
the Entire Fam ily
AND SONS 
SPORTING GOODS
HIGHWAY 93 AT SOUTH AVENUE 
9-9 MONDAY-FRIDAY 
9-6 30 SATURDAY
11-4 Sunday * #
m
